GOVERNMENT OF MAURITIUS

SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Ministry: Public Infrastructure, Land Transport and Shipping (Public Infrastructure Division)

Post: Carpenter (Works)

Salary: Rs 6,275 x 150 – 7,325 x 175 – 8,200 x 200 – 9,000 x 250 – 10,000 x 300 –
10,300 (25 12 33)

Effective Date: 5 December 2006

Qualifications: By appointment of redundant employees of the Development Works Corporation
holding appointment in the grade of Carpenter.

Duties:

1. To use and keep in good condition the tools in general use in the trade.
2. To make by hand all types of glued, pinned, wedged, bolted or fitted joints
required in interior work or heavy structure work.
3. To operate, repair, fabricate, handle, pack, install and maintain
exhibits/equipment/instructions.
4. To make and fix items including doors, windows, louvers and fit hinges and
mortise lock in doors.
5. To make simple, mortise tenon and mitre joints, plane and groove boards for
panelling.
6. To make and finish boarded panels and flooring and erect formwork.
7. To make and fix skirtings and internal joinery floorings.
8. To work from dimensioned sketches and drawings.
9. To take off quantities from plans and prepare cutting lists and use a wood
working lathe, if required.
10. To perform such cognate duties as may be assigned.
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